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Abstract
This paper presents an interdisciplinary dialogue exploring the role of discourse in global
strategic futures arenas. We use global food systems as a discussion case. Food systems are
increasingly associated with a variety of global governance issues including the political
economics of food insecurity and global environmental change. Collaborative efforts are
needed to build capacity for strategic and deliberative food systems governance. A method to
organize these efforts is the use of multi-actor futures processes such as scenarios. Strategic
futures processes are, ideally, frame-breaking processes that help actors re-perceive their
positions and contexts and explore previously unrecognized opportunities and challenges.
However, in practice these processes often explore futures within a single, often dominant
discourse. This limits the ability of actors involved to consider truly diverse futures. It also
limits futures processes in their ability to include various societal actors and perspectives and
generate new shared discourses. The role of discourses is largely unexplored within futures
studies and practice. We argue that explicit attention to discourses in representation and
engagement in multi-actor futures processes will lead to more strategic, inclusive and
equitable governance. This paper outlines challenges and proposes methodology that can be
used to organize different discourses in deliberative strategic futures arenas.
Introduction
Food systems are increasingly associated with a variety of global governance issues including
the political economics of food insecurity and global environmental change (Ericksen et al.
2009). Biophysical and social dimensions of food systems and their contexts interact across
system levels and often in unforeseen ways (Cash et al. 2006). Actor groups associated with
food systems are highly diverse in terms of roles and power distribution, have conflicting
agendas, are changing over time and are often not directly connected (Ingram 2010).
Collaborative efforts are needed to build capacity for strategic and deliberative food systems
governance in the face of this complexity (Ericksen et al. 2009; Chaudhury et al. 2012). A
way to organize these efforts is the use of multi-actor futures processes such as scenarios
(Kok et al. 2006b). Multi-actor scenarios processes are, ideally, processes that help actors re-

perceive their assumptions about their contexts and by extent their own positions, and explore
previously unrecognized opportunities and challenges (Wilkinson and Eidinow 2008).
However, in practice these processes often explore futures within a single discourse. This
limits the ability of actors involved to consider truly diverse futures. It also limits futures
processes in their ability to include various societal actors and perspectives in the first place,
and generate new and shared discourses. This paper outlines challenges and proposes some
first recommendations that can be used to organize different discourses in deliberative
strategic futures arenas around such issues as food security and food systems.
We will first introduce scenarios as a field. Then, we will introduce theory around discourse
and subsequently discuss the role of discourses in scenarios work. We will provide several
key examples in the context of food systems. Finally, we will provide some recommendations
on how to harness the role of discourses in scenarios development to improve its potential to
provide spaces for deliberative governance among diverse actors in food systems.
Scenarios
Scenarios are “what-if?” stories about the future that can be told in words, numbers, images
and through other means (van Notten et al. 2003). Originating simultaneously in the US
military and French policy circles , scenarios methodology has further developed in various
geographies, research institutes and multi-national companies such as Royal Dutch Shell
(Bradfield et al. 2005). The settings for scenarios work vary between single-organization
contexts to multi-actor spaces, the latter focussed on collective action issues, such as global
environmental change, landscape and urban planning and resources and public health (Tress
and Tress 2003; Wilkinson 2009; van Vuuren et al. 2012). The reported interest and use of
scenarios has gone up in recent years, explained by increasing recognition of societal and
environmental uncertainties (van Vuuren et al. 2012).
Scenarios development as a practice recognizes the complexity and uncertainty associated
with interacting human and natural systems, and aims to move beyond illusions of
predictability around the future (Wilkinson and Eidinow 2008). Instead of forecasting “what
is most likely to happen?”, scenarios offer a fundamental shift of perspective to “what if this
happens?”. Scenarios utilise plausibility rather than probability as an evaluation criteria/guide
to focussing attention to the future. This enables attention to novel situations rather than
repeating patterns and enables learning by revealing and testing deeply held assumptions
about how the world works (e.g. myths and mind-sets) and encouraging engagement with less
familiar and less comfortable forms of knowledge, providing a space for conflict and an
opportunity to manage disagreement as an asset.
Scenarios have the potential to move beyond what has been called the “official future” i.e.
often implicit assumptions about the future which underpin strategic visioning and planning,
or the “shadow scenario” of different individuals and organizations –implicit assumptions of
what the future should or will be like,.. Multi-actor scenarios processes can therefore allow
for the creation of shared insights and a “shared language” (Van der Heijden 2005). This
process can potentially lead to new and more inclusive perspectives on the future that
incorporate a broad range of views. In a multi-actor context, scenario-based interventions that
encourage the sharing and combining of perspectives results not only in new insights but also
enables the more rapid building of formation of social capital, encourages values alignment
and establishes the trust needed to catalyse and sustain shared action (Kahane 2010). Others

note the role of scenarios in encouraging leadership responsibility for the future, introducing
the notion of mindfulness and noting that scenarios combined with visioning and back casting
are more effective than attempts to conflate scenarios and visioning through the development
of normative scenarios (Wilkinson 2010; Wilkinson et al. 2011; Wilkinson and Mangalagiu
2012).
However, underlying assumptions about the world are not limited to the cognitive limits of
individual minds but extend to the group think of organisational process (Schoemaker 1993)
i.e. dimensions that bound thinking, communication and actions across entire organizations
and cultures (Grendstad et al. 1997; Zimbardo and Boyd 1999). If these deeper framing
effects are not made explicit, organizers of a multi-stakeholder scenarios process might think
they have gathered a diverse group of actors, the same underlying traits might shape all of
these individuals’ views of the future. This may lead to a very narrow exploration of futures
around a certain topic, and limit the value of the connections developed among a group that
could turn out to still be homogeneous.
In this paper, we employ theory around discourses as a way to attend explicitly to the ways
they bound spaces for interaction and futures exploration, and how discourses can be used to
overcome these boundaries and generate inclusive new interaction spaces that enhance
deliberative capacity. In Dryzek (2009) deliberative capacity is defined as the extent to which
political systems contain structures that can host deliberation that is inclusive, authentic, and
consequential. Inclusiveness refers to the diversity of interests and discourses that are present
in a governance setting (Dryzek 2009).
Discourse
Discourses structure the contributions of actors in communications, and a discourse analysis
illuminates a particular discursive structure in a communication (Hajer 2006). Discourse is
defined here as an “ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categories through which meaning is
given to social and physical phenomena, and which is produced and reproduced through an
identifiable set of practices” (Hajer 2006). We would like to highlight two highly interlinked
dimensions of discourse: the narrative dimension and the performative dimension. Scenarios
as products exist within narratives framed by discourses, and this dimension is the main focus
of this paper. In scenarios processes the discourse used can either explicitly aim to be, avoid,
or unconsciously become, a self-fulfilling prophecy and have an “oedipal effect” (Popper
1957) by shaping, limiting or enabling ideas, concepts and categories available for making
meaning – and, potentially, actions by extension. The higher the authority of the participating
actors, the larger will be the sphere of influence of the discourse that frames the scenarios,
especially when they are presented as a broad exploration of the future.
The role of discourse in processes of scenarios development and use is also relevant –
different discourses allow for different types of exchanges between individuals and different
ways in which various dimensions of the problem space can be brought up or played down.
Relevant to this is the linguistic concept of “performative utterance” (Austin 1970), the
expression of discourse through action. This is a dimension that has to be included to
understand the potential impact of discourse both in multi-stakeholder spaces engaging with
futures and their potential impacts on individuals’ discourses beyond such spaces. In fact, the
very creation of multi-stakeholder spaces for futures exploration is an example of
performative discourse that frames perspectives on the future through a discourse of
deliberative governance (Dryzek 2009).

Finally, in international settings, the role of the narrative and performative dimensions of
discourse is further complicated by the fact that many actors in multi-stakeholder processes
will be using several languages and translating between them simultaneously.
Scenarios, myths and discourse
When limits of available narrative discourses within a group are not recognized, scenarios
processes might be seen as capturing the scope of possible futures and relevant actors and
create a false sense of inclusiveness while actually excluding other societal discourses. This is
a serious challenge for scenarios processes, which, after all, aim to open actors’ scopes of the
future to consider a wider range of plausible ways in which their futures might unfold.
Alternatively, in scenarios work a group of people might be brought together that is so
diverse in the discourses they work in that they are unable to communicate across various
discourses without having an understanding why they fail. Finally, outcomes of processes
that are unconsciously limiting their exploration to a single discourse might be inaccessible or
irrelevant to others that do not share the discourse(s) used (Dryzek 2009).
Surfacing the role of underlying assumptions about the world in framing futures is a key
potential of futures work and has been explored previously using such concepts as social
theory and myths, worldviews and root metaphors (Wilkinson and Eidinow 2008; Valkering
et al. 2011), see Table 1, extracted from WBCSD (1999). However, the lens of discourses
with its social, narrative and performative connotations has not previously been applied
specifically to futures work.

Table 1: Myth – a view of the nature of reality, so prevalent it goes unseen
The following sections provide examples in the context of food systems and security and
agriculture of how multiple discourses exist in scenarios explorations and the wider contexts
that frame them.
The first example, from the EU Standing Committee on Agricultural Research, shows how
these explorations are limited by each operating within a single discourse. The second
example, from the Global Environmental Change and Food Security project and the CGIAR
Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security program, show how attempts are made to
consciously shift the discourse around agriculture and food security.
Comparing and combining discourses: SCAR and EU food systems futures

Freibauer et al. (2011) conducted a meta-review for SCAR of futures studies in the context of
the European food system up to 2050. This study was aimed at capturing the scope of new
insights (new drivers, new system dynamics, et cetera) to identify potential risks and to
explore transition pathways to an improved food system. This study paid explicit attention to
explicit or implicit discourses, recognizing that this would allow for a recognition of the
assumptions underlying various future explorations. The study showed how these underlying
assumptions limited the capturing of uncertainty and complexity in biophysical as well as
socio-political dimensions.
Within the discourse terminology they use the term “narrative” to describe a discourse based
on a coherent set of assumptions and principles underpinning and communicating a certain
world view (Freibauer et al. 2011). They follow Levidow (2008) to define narratives as
having three elements: 1) descriptive accounts that are claims about objective reality as
threats, opportunities and imperatives: 2) normative accounts that describe necessary or
desirable responses to that objective reality; 3) narratives around the policy instruments for
carrying out those responses. Such a narrative frames the future and blocks out alternative
futures that might suggest alternative world views and challenges, responses and policy
instruments.
The SCAR report recognizes two main narratives in its meta-review: the productivity
narrative and the sufficiency narrative.
The productivity narrative focuses on the production side of food systems and the fact that
while the global population continues to rise, agricultural productivity worldwide does not
rise to meet that demand. The productivity narrative focuses on resource constraints for
productivity and the need to increase efficiency in agricultural production. It highlights that
scientific advances have the potential to bring forward new varieties, breeds and technologies
that can help boost agricultural productivity while making agriculture more resource-efficient
and environmentally friendly. The policy instruments associated with this narrative are the
need to invest heavily in research and development and farmer’s options.
The sufficiency narrative focuses on consumption and its problems of unsustainable resource
use, specifically on ecosystems, but also health issues associated with overconsumption. In
the sufficiency narrative, agro-ecosystems that are productive, but respectful of ecosystem
dynamics and that save resources are a solution. More importantly, though, consumption
patterns have to change to truly mitigate the impact of humans on the planet and to ensure
food sufficiency. This narrative also includes changes in governance across food systems and
food supply chains. Externalised costs for current actors in food systems have to be
internalised.
The productivity and sufficiency narratives found in the SCAR project are indicative of a
more general divide between discourses around agriculture and food systems (ref). Scenarios
work done within either of these narratives will focus on only part of the problem and
solution spaces around the future of food systems.
However, these narratives can both be attended to. The Agrimonde futures study by INRA
and CIRAD (Chaumet 2009) translates these two narratives/discourses into quantifiable
scenarios, Agrimonde GO and Agrimonde 1. This quantification allows for a comparison of
what is addressed and ignored within either narrative. Furthermore, elements of both

narratives can be combined towards a synthesis. Freibauer et al. (2011) consider the first step
toward this to be the use of both narratives to be more explicit about the assumptions made
before it is considered which are possible future trends and possible levers for action on
different parts of food systems.
Changing discourses: scenarios development in GECAFS and CCAFS
In the futures work in the Global Environmental Change and Food Security project, specific
attention was given to the development of a new framing of food systems, based on complex
systems theory (Ericksen et al. 2009; Folke et al. 2010), to move beyond the focus in
development agriculture on what in the previous example was called the “productivity
narrative”. Food systems in the GECAFS model included agricultural production, processing,
dissemination, distribution and consumption by actors across multiple system levels
(Ericksen et al. 2009). The use of food systems and language around this concept was
expressly aimed at creating more holistic perspectives around issues of food security and also
a more holistic perspective around how global environmental change affects and is affected
by food systems dynamics.
Though discourse theory did not inform the GECAFS project explicitly, this project was
shaped by the aim to move discourse in policy and decision-making away from agricultural
production and toward this inclusive discourse around food systems. Through developing
multi-stakeholder scenarios using the food systems concepts, stakeholders in food systems in
the Indo-Gangetic Plain and the Carribean explored the futures of agriculture and food
security through a new, more inclusive lens (Ingram 2010).
The CGIAR programme on Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security builds on this
experience, specifically with regard to the building of discourse around food systems through
multi-stakeholder scenarios and shifting actors in agriculture and food security to this
discourse (Chaudhury et al. 2012). The food systems discourse is highly useful when used as
a dynamic and adaptive discourse in a multi-stakeholder setting because it allows for a wide
diversity of actors to link their perspectives in a common framing. It is a useful, more holistic
discourse for futures exploration because it opens up spaces for the considerations of more
drivers and links than either an agricultural productivity or sufficiency discourse would
allow. Being partly a subset of the complex (adaptive) systems discourse, it allows for the
consideration of non-linear changes and multiple dimensions and levels (Levin 2003; Folke
2006).
However, it could be argued that while the food systems discourse captures a lot of the
content of the productivity discourse as well as a large part of the sufficiency discourse, it
does not necessarily capture the normative dimensions of these two discourses, especially the
ethical dimension of the sufficiency discourse.
Secondly, the discourse around food systems could point to, but does not necessarily include,
dimensions of power and inequity related to food and agriculture. In this, more analytical
uses of the food systems discourse can be contrasted with “food sovereignty” (Forum for
Food Sovereignty 2007), a discourse used often by NGOs and CSOs in local-level contexts
and has very explicit power connotations. However, here also there is a complementarity: the
food sovereignty discourse makes use of language from the food systems discourse.

Finally, an effect of the food systems discourse that it views farmers as “food producers”
rather than necessarily framing farming as a multi-dimensional form of livelihood. Because
of this, the CCAFS scenarios work explicitly includes a livelihoods dimension in its scope.
Discussion and conclusions
Scenarios offer invaluable framing and reframing devices that use plausibility to navigate
uncertainty and complexity, in contrast to conventional forecast-based, probabilistic or
preference-based policy and planning. However, achieving this level of reflexivity and
learning requires attention to the method deployed in scenario building. there is no single best
method, approaches to effective scenario building depend on the client, wider purpose, timing
and resources available for the scenario work. A general conclusion is possible: for scenarios
to operate as reframing devices, there is need to attend to deeper myths and different
narratives that shape definition of the system of concern and the selection of relevant, key
factors, drivers of change and critical uncertainties.
Having explored the role of discourse in multi-stakeholder scenarios in the context of food
and agriculture, we argue that explicit attention to discourses in representation and
engagement in multi-actor futures processes will lead to more strategic, inclusive and
equitable governance. With regard to narrative discourse, a basic prerequisite for this would
be to use current discourse science to surface the different narrative discourses around a topic
area (such as food and agriculture). Decisions can then be made consciously and depending
on the purpose of the process whether to:
1) keep operating within a certain discourse as a strategic choice;
2) shift to, or use elements of, another discourse that might be deemed more effective for
the purpose of the process;
3) use multiple discourses explicitly and compare between them;
4) develop a discourse that combines elements from other discourses;
5) develop a new discourse that can capture what has hitherto not been part of strategic
conversations among actors.
Option 3 appears to be useful to explicitly acknowledge the existence of different discourses,
as per the Agrimonde example.
Option 4 has the benefit of generating a common language for strategic conversations that
may not have existed before. However, it might be considered naïve to assume that different,
possibly diametrically opposed discourses can be combined so easily into hybrid narratives
that would be supported by multiple groups operating in those different discourses.
Option 5 would have the benefit of allowing conversations about the future to go beyond
known considerations altogether. This option highlights a fundamental challenge around
future explorations – engaging with the future using the language and concepts of the present.
For all choices but the comparative option, there is a need to understand and either accept or
critically manage the self-fulfilling prophecy effect of operating in a single discourse. In an

international setting, another set of choices comes up. An approach that could be compatible
with options 3, 4 and 5 depending on how it is used would be to encourage the use of local
concepts that are regionally accepted and naturalising them without defining them strictly in
another “official” language.
Though this paper has mainly focused on the narrative dimension of discourses, it would be
useful to explore the role of the performative dimension in multi-stakeholder futures settings
and how it relates to the interlinked narrative dimension. This refers partly to the ways such
meeting spaces (e.g. workshops) are structured and what these structures convey, partly to
performative modes of expression used by actors in multi-actor futures processes, and partly
to the performative dimension as employed by any actors (including process organizers)
outside, and possibly as a result of, the multi-actor futures processes. It can be useful simply
to consider the performative dimension of all of the above listed choices.
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